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Until recently, ubiquitous incandescent fighting
fixtures found in motorhomes could only be superseded by
fluorescents, which required a hardware swap. Once LEDs
came on the scene, it was only a matter of time before
replacement bulbs would become widely available —
allowing the use of existing fixtures.
Star Lights Inc., a company that introduced the Smart
Light motion-activated fixture a while back, now offers
replacement LED bulbs in wedge and bayonet configurations.
The first bulb we tried was the wedge version, which has
a flat tail with two embedded wires and is pushed into the
receptacle built into the fixture. This type of fixture is becomini
more common among motorhome builders. Called the Revolution Wedge, the Star Lights replacement is physically much
bigger than the incandescent bulb and is rated at 160 lumens.
A common wedge bulb (No. 921), used in motorhome lighting
fixtures, is rated at 21 candlepower; the Revolution Wedge,
by comparison, offers 12.7 candlepower.
While there io a noticeable diffcieuv-c in uverall Illumination, the LED version will last up to 50 times longer and
uses a fraction of the energy. That's a valuable consideration
when boondocking. The fixture's diffuser helps level out the
playing field somewhat, and we found that we could easily
live with the reduction in light output. We did like the natural
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